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Get ready for the grandest gaming experience of the season with 15 Coins™ 
Grand Gold Edition – the upgraded version of the beloved 15 Coins™!

With boosted Cash and Cash Infinity™ symbols, as well as new options to the 
Chance level™ mechanism, getting into the heart of the action with Hold the 
Jackpot™ has never been easier� The bonus game has also been improved, 
now providing the chance of winning up to 2000x player’s bet Grand Jackpot� 

Step into the world of opulence and excitement with 15 Coins™ Grand Gold 
Edition – the pinnacle of slot gaming entertainment!

        

Game Title:

Game type:

Reels

RTP:

Volatility:

Min bet:

Max win:

Unique Wazdan Features:

Supported Platform:

Languages:

Supported OS:

Currencies:

 15 Coins™ Grand Gold Edition

Slot Games

96�07%

All currencies & cryptocurrencies
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2000x bet

Game ID: 442

Markets:

Game features: Cash Infinity™, Hold the Jackpot™, Chance Level™,
 Gamble Feature, Buy Feature, Volatility Levels™
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Keep your players hooked with the amplified Cash Infinity™ mechanic, now presenting even bigger guaranteed prizes� Marked by the vibrant red cash 
symbol, Cash Infinity™ clings to the reels throughout the bonus game, significantly amplifying the odds of accessing the bonus round and clinching the 

Grand Jackpot� Engage your players and elevate their excitement with this award-worthy gameplay enhancement!

Cash Infinity™
Achieve new heights with this player-favourite feature!
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Players can now elevate the excitement by choosing from four dynamic levels – x2, x4, and x6, and 10x each upping the ante without altering the 
paytable� The feature will boost their chances of hitting bonus symbols and unlocking the coveted Hold the Jackpot™ bonus round� Let your players 

experience the thrills as they engage with this innovative feature, adding a new dimension of excitement to their gaming adventure!

Chance Level™ 
Now with even more levels to choose from!
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As the new version of the original title, 15 Coins™ Grand Gold Edition brings everything that players came to love and took it up a notch� Better 
payouts, more win potential, and the exciting Hold the Jackpot™ continue to capture players’ attention with 2000x bet Grand Jackpot� 

Hold the Jackpot™ 
The best bonus round out there!
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Cash Infinity™ symbol
Cash Infinity™ symbols may randomly appear in the base game and stick to the reels until the end 
of the Hold the Jackpot™ bonus game� They award players with prizes ranging from 5x-15x their 
bet that can only be won in the Bonus Game� Drawing Cash Infinity™ symbols on the middle row of 
the reels increases the chances of entering the bonus round� 

Cash symbol
Cash symbols award players with prizes ranging from 1x-10x their bet� 

Bonus symbols
Drawing 5 bonus symbols of any type on the middle row of the reels activates the Hold the 
Jackpot™ bonus round� There are no regular symbols in the base game, therefore, prizes can only 
be won in the bonus game�
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Jackpot symbols

Mini, Minor and Major Jackpot symbols may randomly appear during the bonus Game and award 
corresponding Jackpots� Multiple Jackpots of the same type may be won during the bonus Game� 

Mystery symbol
Mystery symbol can transform into any other bonus symbol, apart from Cash Infinity™ symbols� 

Collector symbol
Collector symbol accumulates all values from Cash and Cash Infinity™ symbols and multiplies 
them randomly by 1x-20x� 
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Jackpot Mystery symbol

Jackpot Mystery symbol can only transform into Mini, Minor, or Major Jackpot symbols� 
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Unique Gamble Feature
Want to double your win? Try your luck in our Unique Gamble 
Feature! You can do it up to 7 times!

Buy Feature
Not a big fan of waiting for your favorite bonuses to appear? 
With our Buy Feature they will happen at your wish!
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Volatility Levels™ 
With our slots you can enjoy freedom of choice! Control your 
gameplay with three Volatility Levels™�

Ultra Fast Mode
In a hurry for Big Wins? Choose Ultra Fast Mode and enjoy 
a rapid and exciting game!

Find out more about Unique Wazdan Features here�

https://wazdan.com/why-wazdan
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Explore the benefits 
of Cash Drop
This intuitive promo tool boosts players’ experience and increases 
KPIs� What`s more, Cash Drop can be launched on every Wazdan`s 
game without any integration�

Want to find out more? 
Check out all about the Cash Drop promo tool here�

https://wazdan.com/cash-drop
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PLAY DEMO

Unleash the epitome of brilliance with 15 Coins™ Grand Gold Edition, where gameplay dazzles 
and engagement thrive!

https://gamelaunch.wazdan.com/2e8g99w5/gamelauncher?operator=demo&mode=demo&game=442&lang=en

